Impedance Control: An Approach
to Manipulation:
Pari S—Theory
Neville Hogan

Manipulation fundamentally requires the manipulator to be mechanically coupled
to the object being manipulated; the manipulator may not be treated as an isolated
system. This three-part paper presents an approach to the control of dynamic interaction between a manipulator and its environment. In Part I this approach is
developed by considering the mechanics of interaction between physical systems.
Control of position or force alone is inadequate; control of dynamic behavior is
also required. It is shown that as manipulation is a fundamentally nonlinear
problem, the distinction between impedance and admittance is essential, and given
the environment contains inertial objects, the manipulator must be an impedance. A
generalization of a Norton equivalent network is defined for a broad class of
nonlinear manipulators which separates the control of motion from the control of
impedance while preserving the superposition properties of the Norton network. It
is shown that components of the manipulator impedance may be combined by
superposition even when they are nonlinear.
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Introduction
Understanding movement and manipulation and how they
may best be controlled is a basic endeavour in several different fields. Understanding the strategies adopted by the
central nervous system in the control of movement is one of
the fundamental problems of neurophysiology; development
of artificial limbs to rehabilitate people with functional
disabilities requires an understanding of both how the human
normally controls and commands movement and how this
may best be implemented in a prosthesis or an orthosis; and
the use of robots for industrial automation has focused attention on the problems of manipulation by machine.
The work presented here is an attempt to define a unified
and general approach to the control of manipulation. The
approach developed encompasses and includes the simple
positioning or transporting tasks typically performed by
robots and/or prostheses. It also builds on this capability,
extending it to facilitate the application of robots and/or
prostheses to tasks involving static and dynamic interactions
between the manipulator and its environment. It will be
shown (in Parts II and III) that the approach can lead to a
simplification of some problems in manipulator control.
By any reasonable definition, manipulation fundamentally
requires mechanical interaction with the object(s) being
manipulated, and a useful classification of manipulatory
tasks is by the magnitude of the mechanical work exchanged
between the manipulator and its environment. In some cases
the interaction forces are negligible, the instantaneous
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mechanical work done by the manipulator is negligible, {dW
= F'dX. = 0) and for control purposes the manipulator may
be treated as an isolated system, with its motion (e.g.,
position, velocity, acceleration) as the controlled variable(s).
Generally, applications of industrial robots to date have been
based on position control, and some of the more successful
applications have been restricted to this case; examples are
spray-painting and welding [28].
In other situations the manipulator encounters constraints
in its environment and the interaction forces are not
negligible. Although the manipulator is kinematically coupled
to its environment, dynamic interaction is still absent. Along
the tangent to a pure (i.e., frictionless) kinematic constraint
the interaction forces are zero (F = 0) whereas along the
normal into the surface the motions are zero (dX = 0) and in
all directions the instantaneous mechanical work done is agaii
negligible (dW = F«rfX = 0). In this case an apprapflate
control strategy is a combination of motion control-along the
tangent and force control along the normal [22]. This approach to manipulator control has been termed "compliance"
or "force control" [15], is more correctly called "accommodation" [16], and is the topic of a considerable body
of laboratory research, although it has not yet seen
widespread industrial application.
The most general case (which includes the previous two as
special instances) is that in which the dynanic interaction is
neither zero nor negligible (dW ^ 0). A large class of
manufacturing operations fall into this category: examples
include drilling, reaming, routing, counterboring, grinding,
bending, chipping, fettling—any task requiring work to be
done on the environment. Many activities of daily living to be
performed by an amputee using a prosthesis—basically any
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task involving the use of a tool—are also in this category.
Because of the dynamic interaction, the manipulator may no
longer be treated for control purposes as an isolated system.
Strategies directed toward the control of a vector quantity
such as position, velocity, or force will be inadequate as they
are insufficient to control the mechanical work exchanged
between the manipulator and its environment.
A solution to this problem is to modulate and control the
dynamic behavior of the manipulator in addition to commanding its position or velocity. If the environment is
regarded as a source of "disturbances" to the manipulator,
then modulating the "disturbance response" of the
manipulator will permit control of dynamic interactions [18].
One way to vary the dynamic behavior of a manipulator
would be to vary the parameters and/or structure of a
feedback controller [16, 30], but this is not the only way, nor
always the best way. Exploiting the intrinsic properties of
mechanical hardware can also provide a simple, effective, and
reliable way of dealing with mechanical interaction [3, 4, 17,
31]. A unified framework in which to consider the action of
both hardware and software in controlling dynamic interaction is desirable. In the following it is developed from
some simple and physically reasonable assumptions.
Physical Equivalence
Throughout this paper it will be assumed that the complete
controlled system is hierarchically organized: a high-level
supervisory system plans movement task and presents a set of
commands {c} to a lower-level (real-time) controller which
operates directly on the manipulator hardware. Seen from the
perspective of the high-level supervisor the control is effectively open-loop. The high-level supervisor, while it may
have access to sensory data, does not use that data in an
immediate feedback control mode to modulate its commands
to the lower-level controller during an ongoing movement.
This arrangement is diagrammed in Fig. 1. This organization
has been proposed as a general form of control and communication for man/machine systems [26]: it is commonly
used for robots [2]; and there is some evidence that the
mammalian motor control system is similarly organized [5],
The manipulator is some collection of physical structures,
sensors, and actuators (hardware) combined with some set of
control algorithms (software). A unified framework for
considering the action of both hardware and software in the
control of dynamic behavior can be obtained by making the
reasonable assumption that no controller can make the
manipulator appear to the environment as anything other
than a physical system. This can be stated as the following
postulate:1
"It is impossible to devise a controller which will cause a
physical system to present an apparent behavior to its en'This bears some resemblance to the Turing test of Artificial Intelligence [29].
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Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of the assumed hierarchical controller
structure

vironment which is distinguishable from that of a purely
physical system."
The value of this postulate is that it is now possible to
describe the complete controlled system as an equivalent
physical system. Any of the several graphical techniques for
describing physical systems may now be applied to the
complete system, controller plus hardware. The constraints
obeyed by physical systems are especially clearly represented
by Paynter's bond graphs [14, 20, 23], and throughout this
paper the formalism and terminology of bond graphs will be
used.
Causality
Several important constraints on the behavior of physical
systems can be identified. Along each degree of freedom,
instantaneous power flow between two or more physical
systems (e.g., a physical system and its environment) is always
definable as the product of two conjugate variables, an effort
(e.g., a force, a voltage) and a flow (e.g., a velocity, a current)
[20]. An obvious but important physical constraint is that no
one system may determine both variables. Along any degree
of freedom a manipulator may impress a force on its environment or impose a displacement or velocity on it, but not
both.
Seen from the environment along any degree of freedom,
physical, systems come in only two types: admittances, which
accept effort (e.g., force) inputs and yield flow (e.g., motion)
outputs; and impedances, which accept flow (e.g., motion)
inputs and yield effort (e.g., force) outputs. The concepts of
impedance and admittance are familiar to designers of
electrical systems as frequency-dependent generalizations of
resistance or conductance and are usually regarded as
equivalent and interchangeable representations of the same
system. For a linear system operating at finite frequencies this
is true, but manipulation is fundamentally a nonlinear
problem, and for a nonlinear system it is not true; the two
representations are in general not interchangeable.
For example, the constitutive equation for a point mass is
fundamentally written with velocity as the output variable,
defined as a function of momentum; momentum in turn is the
integral of the input force. As the constitutive equation for a
point mass is invertible the equations may also be written with

Nomenclature
W = mechanical work
F,F, ,F2 = force
TL,XX ,X2 = position
Li,L2,L3 = link lengths

e,eue2,e3 = angle
TuT2,Tl
L(')

= torque
= linkage kinematic
equations
:[c) = modulation by command set
Se = effort (force) source
Sf = flow (velocity) source
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Fig. 2 (a) A planar two-member linkage and (b) a bond-graph of the
associated kinematic transformations. Seen from the tip, this sytsem is
properly described as an admittance.

force as the output variable, defined as a function of the
derivative of the input velocity variable. The only difference
between the two representations of this linear element is that
in the strictest sense differentiation is not a physically
realizable operation as it is the limiting case of process which
requires knowledge of the future. However, it is often a
perfectly reasonable operation in a model (no worse than the
assumption of the existence of lumped-parameter elements)
although physically unrealizable infinite power flow may be
predicted during transients.
However, the constitutive equation of a nonlinear dynamic
element need not be invertible. The constitutive equation for
any device which stores elastic energy is fundamentally
written with force as the output variable, defined as a function of input displacement; displacement is in turn defined as
the integral of input velocity. The constitutive equation may
be nonmonotonic or even discontinuous; the only restriction
is that the potential energy integral must be definable (the
coenergy integral need not be). Real physical elastic devices
exist which cannot be described in the derivative causal form
with force as the input variable and motion as the output
variable.
This inviolable causal contraint is not unique to energy
storing elements. The real-world phenomenon of stiction is
typically represented by a dissipative element with a noninvertible relation between force and velocity. A velocity may be
imposed and a resulting force is defined but the converse is
not true.
When more than one degree of freedom is considered,
kinematic relations may impose a further causal constraint.
Consider the planar linkage shown in Fig. 2(a). Assume that
this system may interact with its environment across an interaction port at the tip of the linkage. A bond graph of the
linkage showing the two independent power bonds associated
with this point is shown in Fig. 2(b). The linkage equations are
a transformation between kinematic variables (#,, d2) and
interaction port variables
[XUX2):
Xx =LX cos 0, + L2 cos d2
(1)
X2 =L] sin f), +L2 sin d2
(2)
For every point in {0,, d21 there is a corresponding point in
[Xlt X2) but the transformation is, in general, not uniquely
invertible and there exists a two-dimensional infinity of points
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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Fig. 3 (a) A planar three-member linkage and (b) a bond-graph of the
associated kinematic transformations. Seen from the tip this system is
properly described as an admittance.

in {Xx, X2 ] for which no point in (0,, 62} exists. The latter
problem could be eliminated by suitably restricting the range
of points in [Xu X2], and given a knowledge of the current
joint angles the angular displacement corresponding to an
end-point displacement could be uniquely defined.
However, consider the planar linkage shown in Fig. 3(a)
and a corresponding bond graph shown in Fig. 3(c0. The
kinematic transformation equations are:
X1=Ll

cos 6{+L2 cos d2+L3 cos d3

(3)

X2=Lt

smdl+L2smd2+L3sm61

(4)

Again, joint angles uniquely define end-point position but
the converse is not true; even given a suitably restricted set of
points in {Xu X2\ and a knowledge of the current joint
angles, the end-point displacement does not provide sufficient
information to determine the joint angular displacements.
In constrast, the corresponding transformation from forces
applied at the interaction port to the resulting torques applied
to the links is always well defined:
r , = - L , sinS,/ 7 , + L , cos6, F2

(5)

T2 ~ -L2 s'md2Fi +L2 cosd2F2

(6)

T3 = -Lismd3Fl+Licos6,F2

(7)

In fact, examination of the five-port bond graph of Fig.
3(b) will show that any combination of two efforts (forces or
torques) may be impressed. Similarly, for the four-port bond
graph of Fig. 2(b) any two efforts may be impressed. The
kinematic transformations X = L(6) (equations (1), (2), (3)
and (4)) are in fact part of the junction structure through
which the various elements in a physical system interact 2 and
impose a kinematic causal constraint which is related to but
distinct from the conditions imposed by zero- and one2
As an aside, it is the fact that in bond graphs functional relations are
represented at graph nodes which makes the equivalence of transformers,
gyrators and junctions clear. In contrast, in linear graphs [25] or Mason (signal
flow) graphs [27] the junctions are implicit in the graph structure while
transformers and gyrators masquerade as elements, and the equivalence is not
clear. This is a strong reason for preferring bond-graphs over other methods for
graphing physical dynamic systems. Paynter has pointed out some other more
important reasons [21].
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Fig. 4 Bond graph equivalent network representations of (a) pure
force control and (b) impedance control

junctions [20]. Any one bond may be causally indifferent but
its causality is constrained relative to the others.
The point of this discussion is that the distinction between
admittance and impedance is fundamental: Real physical
systems exist which can be described in one form and not the
other. A spring with a nonmonotonic constitutive equation
can only be described as an impedance; seen from an interaction port at its tip, the behavior of a kinematically
constrained system such as the linkage of Fig. 3 can only be
described as an admittance.
The most important consequence of dynamic interaction
between two physical systems is that one must physically
complement the other: Along any degree of freedom, if one is
an impedance, the other must be an admittance and vice
versa. Now, for almost all manipulatory tasks the environment at least contains inertias and/or kinematic constraints, physical systems which accept force inputs and which
determine their own motion in response. However, as
described above, while a constrained inertial object can
always be pushed on, it cannot always be moved; These
systems are properly described as admittances. Seen from the
manipulator, the world is an admittance.
When a manipulator is mechanically coupled to its environment, to ensure physical compatibility with the environmental admittance, the manipulator should assume the
behavior of an impedance. Because the mechanical interaction with the environment will change with different
tasks, or even in the course of a single task—the manipulator
may be coupled to the environment in one phase and
decoupled from it in another—the behavior of the
manipulator should be adaptable. Thus the controller should
be capable of modulating the impedance of the manipulator
as appropriate for a particular phase of a task.
Thus a general strategy for controlling a manipulator is to
control its motion (as in conventional robot control) and in
addition give it a "disturbance response" for deviations from
that motion which has the form of an impedance. The
dynamic interaction between manipulator and environment
may then be modulated, regulated, and controlled by
changing that impedance, and hence the approach described
in this paper has been termed "impedance control" [1,6-11].
4 / V o l . 107, MARCH 1985

If the environment as an admittance, then the manipulator
must always impress a force on the environment. It might
then be concluded that what is required in general is the
control of a vector of interaction forces. Because the controlled manipulator corresponds to some equivalent physical
system, it may be represented by a network of physical system
elements such as a bond graph. An equivalent physical network representing pure force control along a single degree of
freedom is shown in Fig. 4(a). In this graph the force commands from the high-level supervisor to the low-level controller are represented by an effort source, an ideal element
which may impose any time-history of force on the rest of the
system independent of its motion.
If it is assumed that at a minimum the manipulator should
be capable of stably.positioning a simple mass it can be seen
that this network is an incomplete description of the necessary
controller action: Stable positioning requires at a minimum a
static relation between force and position; some spring-like
element must be included in the equivalent physical network.
The controller must specify a vector quantity such as the
desired position, but it must also specify a quantity which is
fundamentally different: a relationship, an impedance, which
has properties similar to those of a second-rank, twicecovariant tensor; it operates on a contravariant vector of
deviations from the desired position to produce a covariant
vector of interface forces. In fact, linearized components of
the impedance such as the stiffness and the viscosity are
second-rank twice covariant tensors.
The simplest equivalent physical network representing
impedance control is shown in Fig. 4(b). The position commanded by the high-level supervisor is represented by a flow
source, 3 an ideal element which may impose any time history
of velocity on the rest of the system. To prevent causal
conflict between this element and the environmental admittance (which must experience an impressed effort) a zerojunction 4 is interposed between the two. The impedance
coupled to this zero-junction represents the relation between
force and motion commanded by the supervisor and includes
both the static force/displacement relation plus the possible
dynamic terms required to ensure controlled dynamic
behavior.
The problems of controlling the mechanical interaction
between a manipulator and its environment have been addressed by many researchers. The inadequacies of conventional position control are widely recognized and the
alternatives are typically referred to as "force control,"
"compliance," "compliant motion control" or "fine motion
control" [12, 13, 15, 19, 22, 30]. As discussed above, pure
force control is also inadequate; however, the term is applied
loosely to control strategies using force feedback in combination with other feedback variables such as position
and/or velocity. The concept of tuning stiffness, damping,
and other aspects of the dynamic behavior of a manipulator
has been explored by several researchers [18, 19, 24, 30], and
the two possible causal forms of manipulator behavior were
discussed bv Nevins and Whitney [16]. However, they argued
that when the manipulator was in contact with the environment the appropriate strategy was to "command a
position or velocity and look at feedback forces" and this
approach was used in their subsequent work [30] and that of
many other researchers [12, 13, 19]. This is equivalent to
In keeping with standard bond graph practice, the imposition of either a
position or a velocity is represented by a flow source. The assumption is that the
position is uniquely defined by the integral of the velocity. Either the velocity is
known for the infinite past, or an initial position and the subsequent timehistory of velocity are known [20].
A zero-junction means that all systems connected to it experience the same
effort whereas their flows sum to zero.
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giving the manipulator the behavior of an admittance, embodies an implicit assumption that the environment can be
described as an impedance, and the approach might
reasonably be termed "admittance control." As described
above, because of the nature of kinematically constrained
inertial objects, the environment is properly described as an
admittance and the manipulator should be an impedance.
This distinction is not merely one of terminology, but has
important consequences, as discussed further below. First, the
generality of impedance control is considered.
Generalized Equivalent Networks
Is the simple single-axis impedance controller represented
by the equivalent network of Fig. 4(b) applicable to a general
multi-axis manipulator? That network depicts the separation
of the controller action into two distinct components, one (the
flow source) representing the control of motion, the other (the
impedance) representing the control of dynamic interaction.
The separation of the controller action into a (vector) motion
component and a impedance component (which has the
properties of a tensor) can be achieved for a general class of
nonlinear controlled manipulators but some further
assumptions about the controller structure are required.
Figure 4(b) represents only the nodic component of the
impedance seen at the interaction port. Nodicity refers to the
invariance of the constitutive equation of an element under a
change in the reference value (origin) of its argument.
Consider again the static relation between force and position:
The nodic component of this relation is the part which may be
maintained invariant under a change in the coordinates of the
interaction port, i.e., when the manipulator moves. It may be
written in terms of a displacement of the end-point rather
than an absolute position of the end-point. A general relation
between force and position may include non-nodic components, relations which may only be written in terms of the
position of the end point in some fixed reference frame.
Examples of the latter include the constraints imposed by the
finite workspace of a nonmobile manipulator. The non-nodic
components should be coupled to a one-junction 5 shared by
the manipulator and the environmental admittance. To include both of these components the minimum necessary
controller structure is as shown in Fig. 5. However, in most
practical situations the primary concern is to be able to specify
positions of the workpiece in the workspace and to be able to
control aspects of the behavoir of the workpiece at any of
these positions. Accordingly, the immediate concern of this
paper is with the nodic component of the impedance.
Equivalent networks of the Norton form (Fig. 4(b)) or the
complementary Thevenin form are familiar to systems
engineers, but they are normally applied only to linear systems
under steady-state conditions [25]. With nonlinear systems (as
usual) some difficulties are encountered. The basic concept
underlying both Thevenin and Norton equivalent networks is
A one-junction means that all systems connected to it experience the same
flow whereas their efforts sum to zero.
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the separation of unilateral power transmission effects from
bilateral dynamic interaction effects. For any general physical
system the equivalent source term seen at an interaction port
is defined as that required to ensure zero power flow across
the port. The differential equation relating port variables
under conditions of zero net power flow is the impedance or
admittance. Note that nonlinearity does not enter into these
definitions. Unfortunately, the junction structure (common
effort or common flow) and concomitant superposition
properties of the Norton and Thevenin equivalent networks is
only guaranteed for linear systems. This means that in a
nonlinear system the separation of effects is possible, but
reassembling the pieces is not necessarily easy.
The superposition properties may be preserved by assuming
that the structure of the manipulator controller is such that it
is always capable of determining an equilibrium position of
an unconstrained inertial object. If the system is not at
equilibrium, assume the set of commands (which may in
general vary with time) are "frozen" at their current instantaneous values and impose steady-state conditions. The
manipulator behavior (assumed to be nodic) is then
characterized by a static relation between force and position
(modulated by the command set).
F = S(X):fc!

(8)

By assumption the manipulator is interacting with an unconstrained inertial object, thus at equilibrium in steady state
the interface force is zero. Now assume that zero interface
force defines an unique equilibrium position. That is, the class
of impedances considered is restricted so that if the gradient
of the static force/position relation is nonzero, zero force
defines an unique position. As a result the command set
always defines an equivalent equilibrium position.
X0=X0:(c)

(9)

This is the position with respect to which the input
displacements to the nodic impedance are measured. It may
be thought of as the position toward which the manipulator is
heading 6 at any point in time. The actual position of the
manipulator end-point may, of course, be different and as the
commands may change with time, the manipulator need never
reach the position X 0 . Consequently, this position need not be
restricted to lie within the workspace of the manipulator. It is
a convenient fiction and is a summary statement of one
consequence of the commands. To keep this distinction clear,
X 0 is referred to as a "virtual position" and its time history
X 0 (t) is referred to as a "virtual trajectory." ,
By defining the virtual trajectory the behavior of the
controlled manipulator has been decomposed into a vector of
port variables which may be commanded and a relation
between port variables, an impedance, which may also be
commanded. The value of this exercise is that by definition
the two components may now be reassembled in the simple
manner represented by a zero-junction. The superposition
properties of the Norton equivalent network have been
retained without restriction to linear systems.
The behavior of the manipulator may now be written as
follows (assuming a state-determined system):
V0=V0:jc)
f=V0-V

Virtual Source

(10)

Junction Equations

(11)

dz/dt = Zs(z,f):{c)

(12)
Nodic Impedance

F = Zo(z, f):(c)

(13)

As before, following standard bond graph convention the
imposition of a virtual position or a virtual trajectory has
6

Or, if the equilibrium point is unstable, away from which it is heading.
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Fig. 6 A bond graph equivalent network representating a multiaxis
manipulator with controlled nodic impedance interacting with an
admittance-type environment. The bond graph for the manipulator is a
generalized Norton equivalent network.

been represented by a flow source. Writing the environmental
admittance in general form:
dy/dt=Ys{y,F)

(14)

0

^==)

Sf . v 0 ( t )

X
Z0
Fig. 7 A bond graph equivalent network representation of the
superposition of multiple impedances coupled to an admittance. Each
component of the total impedance is represented by a generalized
Norton equivalent network. Non-nodic impedances may be included in
this system by setting the corresponding virtual flow source to zero.

Admittance
V=7o(y)

(15)

The two sets of equations may be combined to write the
complete system equations in standard (integrable) form:
dz/dt = Zs[z,<y0:ic]-Yo<y))]:ic}

(16)

dy/dt=Ys\y,Zo(z,l\Q:{c)-YoM]y\:lc)

(17)

F = Zo(z,[V 0 :(c)-ro(y)]):(c)

(18)

V=7o(y)

(19)

The purpose of the foregoing discussion was to demonstrate that a broad and useful class of nonlinear manipulator
behaviors may be represented by a simple equivalent network.
The only assumptions made were that the manipulator is
sufficiently controllable to be able to determine an
equilibrium position of an unconstrained inertial object such
as a mass, that the port impedance is nodic, and that its static
component is such that if its gradient is nonzero then zero
force defines an unique position—not a restrictive set of
assumptions. Thus a general class of manipulation problems
have the same basic structure as Fig. 4{b). The behavior of a
multiaxis impedance-controlled manipulator interacting with
an admittance-type environment may be represented by the
graph shown in Fig. 6, which is a generalization of a Norton
equivalent network. Not only does this graph provide a
compact representation of manipulation, the parallel with the
standard Norton equivalent network is quite complete: The
superposition properties of the Norton equivalent network
have been preserved.
Superposition of Impedances
The most interesting consequence of the ^assumptions
underlying impedance control is that if the dynamic behavior
of the manipulator is dissected into a set of component impedances, these may be reassembled by simple addition even
when the behavior of any or all of the components is
nonlinear. This is a direct consequence of the assumption that
the environment is an admittance. That admittance sums the
forces applied to it and determines its motion in response, as
represented by the one-junction of Fig. 5. The admittance also
acts to sum any impedances coupled to it. All of the systems
connected to the one-junction associated with the admittance
experience the same input velocity; the total force they apply
to the admittance is simply the sum of their individual force
responses to the motion of the environmental admittance.
Linearity of the impedances is not a consideration.
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When the manipulator is decoupled from its environment
the terms in the dynamic equations due to the environmental
admittance disappear and in principle the manipulator alone
need exhibit no inertial behavior. In practice the uncoupled
manipulator still has inertia (albeit nonlinear and configuration-dependent). Because of the inevitable inertial
dynamics of the isolated manipulator the superposition of
impedances holds even when the manipulator is uncoupled
from its environment as there is always an admittance to sum
forces and impedances.
This simple observation has many important consequences,
some of which will be pursued in the subsequent parts of this
paper. One which is immediately apparent is that different
controller actions aimed at simultaneously satisfying different
task requirements may be superimposed. Each task component may be represented by a generalized Norton equivalent
network, but referred to a different node (or virtual position)
as shown in Fig. 7. Note that any non-nodic component of the
manipulator behavior may be included in this equivalent
network by associating it with a flow source identically equal
to zero and thus the assumption of nodicity made earlier is not
restrictive.
Summary
This paper has presented a unified approach to
manipulation termed "impedance control." Because by its
nature manipulation requires mechanical interaction between
systems, the focus of the approach is on the characterization
and control of interaction. To understand interaction concepts drawn from bond graph network analysis of dynamic
systems are useful, particularly the concept of causality. By
assuming that no control algorithm may make a physical
system behave like anything other than a physical system the
network concepts of bond graphs may be applied to describe
the way the controller may modify the behavior of the
manipulator. Several simple but fundamental observations
may then be made: Command and control of a vector such as
position or force is not enough to control dynamic interaction
between systems; the controller must also command and
control a relation between port variables. In the most common case in which the environment is an admittance (e.g., a
mass, possibly kinematically constrained) that relation should
be an impedance, a function, possibly nonlinear, dynamic, or
even discontinuous, specifying the force produced in response
to a motion imposed by the environment. Even more important, if the environment is an admittance, the total impedance coupled to it (due to the manipulator or anything
Transactions of the ASME
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else) is expressible as a sum of component impedances, even
when the components are nonlinear.
Under a set of reasonable and unrestrictive assumptions the
interaction port behavior of the manipulator may be
decomposed into a vector motion component and an impedance component with some of the characteristics of a
second-rank, twice-covariant tensor. The vector component
may be expressed as a virtual trajectory towards which the
controlled manipulator dynamics are trying to drive the interaction port. Its significance is that it permits the motion
and impedance components of the manipulator behavior to be
reassembled by superposition as depicted by the junction
structure of a generalized Norton equivalent network. Note
that no restrictive assumptions of small displacements or
linearity were required.
Part II and III of this paper will discuss the implementation
and application of impedance control.
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